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VAN WAR CR IMES DISCLOSURE ACT

DATE 2007

6 February 1957

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Contact with AECASSOWARYS-2 and 4
on 4 and 5 February 1957.

1. AECASSOWARY-2 was contacted by the undersigned at the East
Side Airlines terminal in New York at 1530 hours on 4 February 1957.

2. The contact was requested by AECASSOWARY-2 via AECASSOWARY-15
who said that AECASSOWARY-2 had several AEREADY candidates available.
However on meeting AECASSOWARY-2 in New York, he did not have the
information with him and said he was not aware of what the undersigned had
planned to discuss.

3. AECASSOWARY-2 was disappointed to learn there was little
probability of getting the men he had in mind for the Hot War cadre in for
the first pp.se of the program. He stated that one of the candidates,
Roman D.r/vLAC (pronounced Matz), had been available and waiting for
about three weeks but that he may have registered for school since no con-
tact with him had been made. AECASSOWARY-2, not being able to give
him any definite information, suggested that he not miss the registration
deadline for this semester. He could not say for certain whether or not
MAC was still available. However, if available, he was very anxious to
get MAC into the first phase of the Hot War training.

4. Another ca didate whom AECASSOWARY-2 said was presently
available is Igor	 HANKOWSKY. The undersigned told AECASSOWARY-2
that she did not believe the two candidates could be processed for the first
phase in time, but she would check with E	 and tele-
phone AFCASSOWARY-2 on Wednesday.

5. AECASSOWARY-2 stated that AECASSOWARY-4 was in Philadelphia
and expected to be back on Tuesday. He requested that the undersigned re-
main in New York to meet with AECASSOWARY-4 to obtain additional names
of candidates who were available. The undersigned agreed to do so and
arrangements were made to meet AECASSOWARY-4 on Tuesday at 1300
hours at the Astor Hotel.

6. AECASSOWARY-2 expressed disappointment in the fact that
AECASSOWARY-6 would not be utilized under the first phase of the AEREADY
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Program. He said it was his understanding, after earlier discussions
with "John" and "Peter", that arrangements would be made to have
AECASSOWARY-6 brought in from Germany in time for the training. In
correspondence received by AECASSOWARY-2 from AECASSOWARY-3,
it was revealed that AECASSOWARY-6 was not aware of any interest in
him in this regard. The undersigned said she was not familiar with the
arrangements made and that she would check with "John" on her return
to Washington.

7. The undersigned asked AECASSOWARY-2 for the address of 	 .
the sanitorium in which L. ORTYNSKY had been hospitalized. AECASSO-
WARY-2 did not remember the address, but he telephoned from a nearby
telephone booth and obtained the information from AECASSOWARY-4.
The address was St. Haven, North Dakota. Examining physician was
Dr. LOOB and releasing doctor was Dr. TUCKER, I. N. C. Director of
Quarantine. This information was obtained by the undersigned for trans-
mittal to	 of the Agency Medical office who is trying to
locate the sanitorium physical results on ORTYNSKY.. AECASSOWARY-2
stated that ORTYNSKY is now in New York and is working at the Prologue
Office. He owes a $3,000 bill to the sanitorium. in St. Haven, North Dakota
for his hospitalization.

8. • AECASSOWARY-2 requested that a meeting be set up for him
with "John", either in Washington or New York, to discuss details in
connection with the Hot War cadre. The undersigned promised to do so.
The meeting was terminated at approximately 1715 hours.

9. Contact was made with AECASSOWARY-4 at 1300 hours, 5 February,
at the Astor Hotel in New York City. AECASSOWARY-4 submitted to the
undersigned the names of 4 candidates, along with some biographical
information on them. He discussed details concerning the availability
of the 4 candidates and promised to have additional data available upon
request. (See attachment for names of candidates. )

10. In addition to the 4 candidates, AECASSOWARY-4 submitted the
name of GeorMARNOVSKY, 699 Maine Street, Poughkeepsie, New York;
age approximately 24 or 25. AECASSOWARY-4 said that he personally
does not know TARNOVSKY, has never seen him, nor spoken with him.
TARNOVSKY is a friend of MAC, who submitted his name to AECASSOWARY-4.
AECASSOWARY-4 said that if any interest was expressed in TARNOVSKY
he would make efforts to obtain additional information.

11. It was AECASSOWARY -4's opinion that some harm may have been
done by the earlier trip he made to Chicago and Detroit in connection with



REDSOX spotting. He felt that the men who were approached for REDSOX
candidate interests may have compared notes with the men approached for
the Hot War program and that the concensus was that since no candidates
haa volunteered for the REDSOX activities that conditions of the offer were
being improved and the planning changed.

12. AECASSOWARY-4 gave the undersigned three copies of the book
"Histor y of Ukrainian Literature" by II- EVSKY for transmittal to
C_	 These books were requested by r	 JJ viathe
undersigned. The meeting was terminated at 1300 hours and no specified
date was set for the next meeting.

E
SR/7/DOB/P&P

Distribution
- AECASSOWARY-2 File

1 - AECASSOWARY-4 File
1 - Contact File.
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...."("'REGUSZ, Michael

Located in Philadelphia. Hot War Type Only.

Born 9 March 1921 in HLUSHKIW, Povit HORODOK, Ukraine. Completed

4 years of Narodn.a Shlcola. In 1931 he began studying in the gymnasium in

HLUSHKIW. Continued studies in INNSBRUCK, Austria. Lived in the

Ukraine until 1942 when he went to Austria. In 1945 he went to LANDECK,

Austria, and attended school in INNSBRUCK where he completed the 7th

class. He came to the United States in 1950.
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Volodymyr V.

Born 9 August 1914 in SUROCHICH, LTkraine, where he completed 7 classes

of Narodna Shkola. From 1926 to 1928 he served in the Polish Army, 20th

Cavalry Regiment, in RZECZOW where he was discharged with the rank of

sergeant (platonovie). In 1939 Subject was captured by the Germans and

held prisoner. In 1940 he was with the Ukrainian police in BOLIHOROD

until 1944 and in July 1944 he joined the TWA. He came to Germany in

October 1950.


